Technological advances have greatly increased the availability of human genomic sequencing. However, the capacity to analyze genomic data in a clinically meaningful way lags behind the ability to generate such data. To help address this obstacle, we reviewed all conditions with genetic causes and constructed the Clinical Genomic Database (CGD) (http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/CGD/), a searchable, freely Web-accessible database of conditions based on the clinical utility of genetic diagnosis and the availability of specific medical interventions. The CGD currently includes a total of 2,616 genes organized clinically by affected organ systems and interventions (including preventive measures, disease surveillance, and medical or surgical interventions) that could be reasonably warranted by the identification of pathogenic mutations. To aid independent analysis and optimize new data incorporation, the CGD also includes all genetic conditions for which genetic knowledge may affect the selection of supportive care, informed medical decision-making, prognostic considerations, reproductive decisions, and allow avoidance of unnecessary testing, but for which specific interventions are not otherwise currently available. For each entry, the CGD includes the gene symbol, conditions, allelic conditions, clinical categorization (for both manifestations and interventions), mode of inheritance, affected age group, description of interventions/rationale, links to other complementary databases, including databases of variants and presumed pathogenic mutations, and links to PubMed references (>20,000). The CGD will be regularly maintained and updated to keep pace with scientific discovery. Further content-based expert opinions are actively solicited. Eventually, the CGD may assist the rapid curation of individual genomes as part of active medical care.
genome sequencing | genomic medicine | whole-genome sequencing A s a result of new technologies that allow efficient and affordable high-throughput sequencing, genomic sequencing is becoming increasingly prevalent in both research and clinical arenas. Currently, this type of sequencing commonly includes exome sequencing, sometimes referred to as "whole-exome sequencing." In exome sequencing, the protein-coding portions of known genes-comprised of ∼1-2% of the 6 billion bases in the diploid genome, depending on the platform used-are sequenced (reviewed in ref. 1). Whole-genome sequencing, which additionally includes introns and gene regulatory regions, as well as the rest of the genome, is anticipated to become more widely used as methodologies evolve to allow decreased cost and to meet informatics challenges. Whole-genome sequencing may supplant exome sequencing in the relatively near future.
To date, the most impressive applications of human genomic sequencing (we refer here to both exome and genome sequencing as "genomic sequencing") have been the detection of the genetic causes of relatively rare conditions (1-3). However, genomic sequencing has myriad potential applications in more general clinical medicine, including in healthy individuals (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .
Despite the promise of the "age of genomic medicine," a key barrier to translating the power of genomic sequencing to the general clinical setting involves the time and resources required for clinically relevant analysis beyond searching for the cause of a single, usually relatively severe, disease. A number of freely or commercially available tools allow curation of individual genomes, including analysis of variant type, predicted pathogenicity of a particular variant, and associations of the gene or specific variant with known health conditions. After this level of curation, however, a key obstacle arises when trying to determine which detected variants may warrant further follow-up, including potential clinical interventions, or would otherwise alter patient-based care. Typically, clinically oriented analysis involves an approach in which detected potentially pathogenic variants affecting known disease-associated loci are largely individually queried to determine their clinical applicability (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) .
To help address this problem, we manually investigated all conditions with known genetic causes. We constructed a database focusing on genetic data as relates to the availability of condition-specific interventions and how finding a pathogenic mutation would be anticipated to affect medical care. The current goal of this project is to disseminate the database to solicit content-oriented input, related to both clinical and molecular aspects of the database, from experts in individual genes and conditions. Eventually, this database may be used to aid in the efficient analysis of individual genomes for clinically significant health information. The Clinical Genomic Database (CGD) is freely available at: http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/CGD.
Results
At the time of writing, (April 2013), the CGD includes 2,616 genes in which mutations are known to cause human disease or have clinically significant pharmacogenomic implications. For 1,333 of these genes, medical interventions meeting the described criteria are available (Materials and Methods). The CGD includes an additional 1,283 genes for which these types of clinical interventions are not yet available based on current medical knowledge, but in which mutations may nonetheless be clinically relevant. Knowledge of mutations resulting in one of this latter group of conditions may thus be beneficial for a variety of reasons. These reasons include an enhanced ability to select optimal supportive care, make more fully informed medical choices, consider questions related to disease prognosis, make reproductive decisions, and avoid lengthy, expensive, and potentially risky "diagnostic odysseys."
The Web interface to the CGD allows searching by gene or condition, as well as browsing by clinical categories (for both manifestations and interventions). The CGD can be queried using single or multiple search terms, including large files of gene names or terms. For each entry, the database includes the gene symbol, conditions, allelic conditions, clinical categorization (by manifestation and intervention categories), mode of inheritance, age category (pediatric or adult) in which interventions are indicated based on descriptions in the medical literature, general descriptions of the interventions/rationale, and individually linked references (>20,000). See Table 1 for a summary of the categories included and the numbers of genes within each category; see Table   Author 2 for an example of a single entry. The entire current contents (as of April 2013) are available as Dataset S1. The most current versions of selected data (e.g., individual or multiple entries or categories), as well as the entire contents, can also be freely downloaded directly through the CGD Web site.
Discussion
The clinical interpretation of genomic data involves multiple complex and controversial issues, and the body of literature on the subject is large and rapidly growing. One key challenge involves the ability to efficiently analyze vast amounts of data in a medically meaningful way. This issue will grow as large-scale sequencing becomes more frequently used in clinical situations. We expect that the creation and ongoing updating of the CGD to maintain currency will contribute to address this challenge.
We feel that the CGD fills a currently largely unfilled but critical niche in the field of clinical genomics and genomic medicine. Resources, such as Online Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (www. omim.org), provide vast repositories of rich clinical and genetic knowledge, but may be harder to query for efficient clinically oriented analysis. Variant-related databases, including the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) (www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk and www. biobase-international.com/product/hgmd) are valuable when considering the potential pathogenicity of detected genetic variants, but do not focus directly on clinical implications in a particular healthcare situation. Other databases and tools, such as the Personal Genome Project (www.personalgenomes.org), contain robustly annotated variant sets and admirably enable powerful analysis of individual genomes (6) . However, this latter type of application focuses on broader genomic exploration, especially involving genetic risk factors and association-based susceptibilities. This type of analysis tool may be more cumbersome when considering the optimal clinical approach to genetic findings in real time. Furthermore, the Personal Genome Project has deliberately selected an evaluation strategy involving a peer-produced model that will fill in a "genomic scaffold," intentionally resulting in the steady and ongoing construction of the analysis platform through the input of multiple contributors (6) .
We do anticipate that the CGD will serve as a tool that can be used in conjunction with some of the above-mentioned platforms, as well as with other related resources. Admittedly, a key to advancing the field of genomic medicine involves merging the strengths of different resources, including both clinical and genetic/genomic datasets (14, 15) . To expedite and encourage this process, the most recently updated contents of the CGD are freely downloadable through the Web site, either in its entirety or as selected portions (e.g., including entire clinical categories). The full content (current as of April 2013) is also available as a single file here (Dataset S1).
One way in which the CGD is different from other resources, which may in some respects be advantageous, is that a single (board-certified) clinical geneticist manually investigated and applied the same rationale to the availability of interventions for each gene/condition. Nevertheless, further large-scale validation and testing will be needed, and the CGD must be flexible to incorporate new data (16, 17) . In general, databases and tools like the CGD must be designed to evolve with the pace of genetic/ genomic and more general medical discovery. Reasons necessitating a dynamic database include, but are not limited to, new discoveries of genetic sources of disease, development of novel treatment methods, and new clinically relevant findings in previously described disorders. Without active maintenance, resources like the CGD will become almost immediately obsolete.
It is important to point out that the lack of available objective and uniform data related to each gene and condition raises challenges. One reason for this subjectivity is that many conditions have been described in only a small number of individuals, making drawing large-scale evidence-based conclusions difficult. Nevertheless, rare conditions are just as important to the individuals they affect as common conditions, and in the age of "personalized genomic medicine," the individual-scale is at the forefront.
In other words, the rarity and nature of many Mendelian conditions make classic "randomized, placebo-based, doubleblind" studies very difficult or impossible. As relates to the creation of the CGD, despite attempts to apply uniform criteria in our analysis, determinations of which conditions have available specific interventions are clearly subjective. This subjectivity stems not only from medical judgment about the condition and its manifestations, but also from an assessment of the available interventions (16) (17) (18) (19) . One way to address this problem, as several investigations have done (6, 11, 16, 18) , is to introduce a semiquantitative rating system, but adding a numerical score may not always provide adequate justification.
There is also the perhaps larger problem related to the interpretation of the potential pathogenicity of specific variants, including in genes and conditions where the availability and benefit of early interventions is less in question (17, 18, 20) . Even in the situation of relatively well-characterized conditions, such as phenylketonuria [resulting from mutations in phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH)] (21-23) or high-penetrance cancer predisposition conditions (such as Lynch syndrome) (24-28), a genotype-first approach may be problematic because of challenges related to predicting the functional and clinical consequences of a detected variant. In other words, evaluating the potential benefits of genetic/genomic diagnosis (i.e., before diagnosis on clinical grounds alone) of a disorder is challenging in itself, but is only one piece of the puzzle. An equally large piece involves the evaluation of specific variants, and strategies have been devised to address this issue. One such strategy involves "binning" variants (11, 18) . According to this type of algorithm, a variant would be judged to be pathogenic for one of two reasons. The first reason is that the type of variant may by itself predict pathogenicity: for example, a truncating mutation or a large deletion in a gene in which lossof-function is predicted to cause disease. The second reason, used for variants whose pathogenicity is more difficult to assess (e.g., novel missense variants), would involve the presence of strong evidence showing that the exact detected variant had been previously established as disease-causing (11, 12, 18, 20) . Along these lines, in any approach involving the clinical management of individual patients, genotypic information should not The CGD can be queried with a single gene symbol or condition, or with a list. Searches can also be limited by organ-system-based clinical categories (for both Manifestation and Intervention categories). To allow efficient access to complementary resources, including databases of variants and apparently pathogenic mutations, each gene/condition-specific links to the relevant entry (where available) in: 1000 Genomes (www.1000genomes.org); the Short Genetic Variations Database (The Database of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms, dbSNP) (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/); GeneTests (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ sites/GeneTests/); the HGMD (www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/); the National Center for Biotechnology Information gene database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene); the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Gene Ontology Exome Sequencing Project Exome Variant Server (http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS); OMIM (http:// www.omim.org); Genetics Home Reference (http://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/); ClinVar (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/). Each reference is directly linked to a PubMed abstract (>20,000 articles are individually referenced).
Information shown above may differ from the updated version available on the CGD website. For the sake of viewability, the "Comments" column (which appears on the CGD website) has been omitted from this example entry.
operate in a vacuum (6, 29) . Just as genotypic data, such as the type, location, and novelty of a particular amino acid substitution can aid in the interpretation of a variant, clinical information, including family and medical history, can help determine the consideration of a specific variant (5, 12, 29) .
The first goal of the CGD is broad dissemination to solicit content-oriented feedback and input from experts studying relevant genes and conditions. This input can be used to continually revise and improve this resource, as the CGD will be regularly updated through a combination of automated and manual curation. The first long-term objective is the establishment of a userfriendly resource relevant to a wide group of clinicians that can be used as a reference resource in a variety of situations. Eventually, in addition to serving as a reference tool, the CGD may be used as a filter superimposed on automated binning algorithms to help allow efficient, clinically relevant annotation of human genomes.
Materials and Methods
To investigate conditions with identified genetic underpinnings, we individually read all entries in OMIM (www.omim.org) that included conditions with genetic causes, then cross-referenced all entries-and searched for additional entries-within the following publicly available databases: GeneTests (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/GeneTests), Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Base (www.pharmgkb.org), HGMD (www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk), and HGMD Professional (https://portal.biobase-international.com/hgmd) through a site-specific license. Pertaining to each gene and condition described in these databases, we directly analyzed the content of all cited primary references. Published literature that was not included in these databases was also queried through independent PubMed search (by gene and condition name). The most recent date of query was April 17, 2013 .
The CGD has been constructed to reflect the multisystemic nature of many genetic conditions to allow more comprehensive browsing by clinical categories. In the CGD, genes were first categorized into Manifestation categories, or the organ systems primarily affected by mutations in the corresponding gene. For many of these organ systems, recognition of the condition's effects and related supportive care may be clinically beneficial. Conditions not grouped within a specific organ system under the Manifestation categories were included in the General category.
Next, genes were separately categorized under Intervention categories by the organ systems for which specific medical interventions were available. In determining the Intervention categories, the following points were considered. These points are based in part on arguments related to the selection of targets for routine newborn screening (30): (i) the condition must be clinically significant (i.e., at least some manifestations must result in morbidity or mortality); (ii) there must be a currently available, potentially beneficial intervention (this intervention may include preventive measures, surveillance, or medical or surgical treatments, although experimental/researchbased interventions were not included); (iii) there should be advantage to early (genomic) diagnosis as opposed to discovery of the condition on purely clinical grounds (i.e., without genetic/genomic testing). Regarding this last point, precise diagnosis is challenging for many conditions, and correct recognition based on genetic/genomic diagnosis may allow interventions related to specific manifestations. The efficacy of these interventions would be diminished or lost with later diagnosis, such as might occur based primarily upon clinical presentation. For example, in certain types of EhlersDanlos syndrome, which may not always be recognized early enough to allow optimal medical care, genotype-based recognition may allow interventions related to certain cardiovascular manifestations, which may reduce associated morbidity and mortality (31) .
For the Intervention categories, all genes not meeting the above criteria were included in the General category. As described above, for many such conditions although a more specific intervention may not be currently available, genetic knowledge may be beneficial related to a number of issues, including the selection of optimal supportive care, prognostic considerations related to medical-decision making, informing reproductive decisions, and avoidance of unnecessary testing as part of the diagnostic process. These entries contain similar information to those classified by organ system, with the exception that the interventions and rationale are not specifically described. Individual experts were contacted in many instances where the availability or efficacy of interventions was unclear.
The Web interface to the CGD allows searching by gene or condition or browsing by categories. For each entry, the database includes the gene symbol, conditions, allelic conditions (conditions resulting from mutations in the same gene, but which themselves may not have a specific intervention available; it must be noted that for many reportedly distinct conditions, there is clearly a phenotypic continuum, such that division into clinically separate conditions can be challenging), clinical categorization (as described above, by both manifestations as well as more specific interventions), inheritance, age [designated as either pediatric (less than 18 y of age) or adult] in which interventions are indicated based on descriptions in the medical literature, and general descriptions of the interventions/rationale. This latter category is not intended to serve in place of comprehensive treatment guidelines nor act as a clinical guide, but rather briefly describes the types of interventions that may be considered.
The CGD currently includes only single gene alterations; it does not include contiguous gene syndromes, although conditions with, for example, demonstrated digenic inheritance are included. Similarly, somatic alterations, such as commonly occur in cancerous processes, are not included, although if a germ-line change in the same gene has been shown to result in disease, those latter conditions are included. The current version does not include susceptibilities or genetic associations, such as those identified through an association-based study. As the database expands in the future, these types of additions would be considered.
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